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•  Background - key legislative drivers for low carbon dwellings 
in the UK 

•  Code for sustainable homes guidance 

•  Project: economic and technical feasibility of achieving CSH 
levels 
–  Developing SAT toolkit and  appraisal options  

–  Key results 

•  Barriers and future direction 

Structure        



Background 



73% of household emissions 
arise from space and water 
heating, and 27% from lighting, 
appliances and cooking. 

2006 CO2 emissions by final user 
(Source: DEFRA (2008). ‘e-Digest Statistics about: Climate Change’) 

CO2 emissions from the UK housing sector are significant… 
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DECoRuM energy & CO2 model: Bottom-up carbon counting 



87% of the dwellings 
in the case study 
were suitable for 
installing either a 
SHW or a PV 
system or both.  

DECoRuM CO2 reduction model: estimating solar potential 



PAST: Why have low carbon buildings been adopted so slowly? 

Occupiers 
“We would like to have 

environmentally efficient 
buildings, but there are very 

few available.” 

Investors 
“We would fund 

environmentally efficient 
buildings, but there is no 

demand for them.” 

Developers 
“We would ask for 

environmentally efficient 
buildings, but the investors 

won’t pay for them.” 

Constructors 
“We can build 

environmentally efficient 
buildings, but the 

developers don’t ask for 
them.” 

Towards sustainability – a strategy for the construction sector 

Running Cost Savings 

Planning Policy 



•  Government’s announcement in Dec 2006: all new homes to be zero carbon 
by 2016. 
–  Time-limited stamp duty tax exemption for zero carbon homes 
–  Code for Sustainable Homes launched:  

•  National standard for the sustainable design and construction of new 
homes comprising of 6 levels for new-build homes  

•  Does not include refurbishment. 
•  Mandatory rating for all new houses from 2008, even if no level is 

achieved. 
•  Mandatory level 3 (Housing Corporation and English Partnerships) 

from 2008. Housing Corporation bids level 4 or above score more 
highly. 

•  Serves as a guide to the direction of future Building Regulations, 
level 4 mandatory by 2013, level 6 (zero carbon) by 2016. 

CSH as a key legislative driver 



Code levels and point score 



Structure and Flexibility of the Code 



Categories and Weightings 

Issue category Credits 
available 

Weighting 
factor 

Points score for 
each credit 

Energy 29 36.4% 1.26 
Water 6 9% 1.5 
Materials 24 7.2% 0.3 
Surface water run-off 4 2.2% 0.55 
Waste 7 6.4% 0.91 
Pollution 4 2.8% 0.7 
Health & well being 12 14% 1.17 
Management 9 10% 1.11 
Ecology 9 12% 1.33 



Minimum standard at each level 



What does CSH  mean by zero carbon? 

Zero carbon: Level 6 
•  Zero net carbon emissions from all energy uses within the building, 

including space and water heating, lighting, cooking and appliances. 

•   Carbon-emitting fuels are burnt on site, but locally-generated 
renewable energy is exported to the grid to make up for this. 

•   If offsite, the renewable energy source should be linked via private 
wires to the dwelling. 

Source: BRE and DCLG 



Regulated 
under Part L 
of the building 
regulations 

Typical energy use from a 
detached home (kWh) 

Unregulated 

Regulated and Unregulated energy use 

(Source: Ben Smith, FaberMaunsell) 



25% reduction 
(regulated)  – Part L 
2010, CSH Level 3 44% reduction 
(regulated) – Part L 
2013, CSH Level 4. 

Unregulated 

Regulated 
under Part L 
of the building 
regulations 100% reduction 

(regulated). 
CSH Level 5 

Zero 
Carbon ZERO CARBON!!  
Net zero carbon emissions over 

the year! i.e. equivalent CO2 
emissions from all energy use 
should be offset by generation 
from onsite LZC technologies.  

(Source: Ben Smith, 
FaberMaunsell) 



CSH assessment  

•  Individual dwelling assessment 

•  Assessed in two stages –  

–  Design stage and post construction review 

•  Fixed minimum standards for some categories 

•  Energy performance is measured based on percentage 
improvement over building regulations as opposed to 
absolute targets. 



Our project 



Low-carbon buildings result from the:  
-  Careful design of the building form and construction 

 to reduce energy demand. 
-  Combined with highly-efficient heating and cooling 

 systems. 
-  Energy-efficient appliances  
-  Reduction of the carbon intensity of energy input by:  

-  Low carbon technologies such as: heat pumps, 
 micro-CHP 

-  Renewable energy technologies: solar PV, solar 
 thermal, wind 

-  Near-site renewables. 
-  Subtle human control systems that empower 

 occupants to become part of the building energy 
 operation systems.  

What is a low carbon building? 



1.  Development of an interactive Sustainability Appraisal Toolkit to 
assess dwellings for CSH ratings. 

2.  3 typical new-built dwelling forms were assessed – detached, mid-
terrace and flats. 

3.  Each house type was further assessed for 3 scales of 
development – single house, 25 houses and 250 houses to allow 
assessment of community level strategies. 

4.  Use the toolkit to evaluate different options to achieve Code levels 
4, 5 and 6 

5.  Cost the selected options 

Methodological approach to develop a CSH-based SAT 



Architecture of SAT 

Input Energy/CO2 Ene 1/Ene 7 assessment Water Materials Surface water 

Waste Pollution Health Management Ecology Output 

Water calculator 

SAP 2005-Semi-gas SAP 2005-Detached-oil SAP 2005-Flat-electric 

SAT Credit Calculator 

SAP 2005-custom-built 



Input sheet 



Typical category  worksheet 



Water calculator 



Output sheet 



•  CSH does not have many absolute targets   
–  defines criteria in terms of % reduction of CO2 emissions as compared to 

building regulations 

•  Low energy first and then low carbon approach was followed for the 
analysis 
–  reducing energy use before using any renewable technologies. 

•  Houses were successively modelled to stringent fabric performance 
targets 
–  such as, lower U-values for walls and openings, air tight fabric and efficient 

services  

–  based on Energy Saving Trust’s best and advanced practice targets. 

Energy/ CO2   analysis 



Specifications of the three EST targets 



Detached house 
TER = 23.35  DER 

Heat 
loss 
ratio 

Space heating  Water heating 

Regulated 
Electricity 
(Pumps & 
lighting) 

% 
improve

-ment 
over 
TER kWh/yr kgCO2/yr kWh/m2/yr kWh/yr kgCO2/yr kWh/yr kgCO2/yr 

Baseline building 
regulation  22.02  1.57  5855  1257  56.30  3209  622.55  971  409.76  5.71% 

Best practice 
16.48  0.98  2578  554  24.79  3209  622.55  1276  538.47  29.40% 

Advanced practice 
AP= 3m3/m2hr , 
  = 0.03W/mK  14.29  0.73  1514  325  14.56  3209  622.55  1276  538.47  38.81% 

Advanced practice 
AP= 1m3/m2hr , 
  = 0.01W/mK  13.34  0.61  1057  227  10.16  3209  622.55  1276  538.47  42.85% 

Results  Predicted results for a detached house (gas heating) 

•  Best practice standards lead to Level 3 energy target (25% improvement) 

•  Advanced practice targets can achieve 38- 42% improvement (level 4, 44% 
improvement) 



Results  

•  Energy and carbon emission savings can be maximised if stringent 
energy standards are followed for the fabric performance. 

•  Large to mid sized house types such as detached and terraced houses 
achieved a level 3 and close to a level 4 (25-40%) CO2 reduction target 
by following stringent building fabric targets mostly. 

•  For smaller, efficient dwellings such as flats, stringent fabric targets only 
achieve a maximum of level 3 or a 25% improvement over building 
regulations. 

•  Level 5 and 6 require use of renewable technologies in addition to very 
efficient building fabric. 



Detached house DER 
Heat 
loss 
ratio 

Space heating Water heating Regulated 
Electricity 

(Pumps & lights) 

Percentage 
improvement 

over TER 

kWh/yr kgCO2/yr kWh/yr kgCO2/yr kWh/yr kgCO2/yr Actual 
(Elec.) 

Compared 
to Gas 

Advanced practice                                           
TER = 23.25 
(Gas heated) 

14.29  0.73  1514  325  3209  622.55  1276  538.47  38.81% 

Advanced practice 
TER = 33.12 

(electrically heated) 

20.54 0.73 1428 602 2535 1069.8 1101 464.62 37.98% 12.03 

For both advanced practice scenarios, AP=AP= 3m3/m2hr , = 0.03W/mK 

• The target emission rate is much higher for electrically heated house 
• A similar % improvement target is met by both scenarios, around 38%, but the 
absolute carbon emissions in each category are much higher 
• As compared to the Gas TER, the % improvement achieved by the electricity use 
is only 12.03% 

Results  Comparing gas vs. electric space and water heating                                  
(with advanced practice building fabric standard) 



Results  

•  Using electric heating instead of gas heating, even for a marginal space 
heating demand increases the TER. 

•  This makes it easier for dwellings to achieve a greater percentage 
improvement and hence code levels 3 and 4. 

•  For level 5 and 6, this is negated due to a 100% improvement target, 
which means all regulated and unregulated energy use respectively 
must be accounted for. 

•  However, the absolute carbon emissions remain considerably more in 
case of electricity heated houses. 



•  Energy and carbon emission savings can be maximised if stringent 
energy standards are followed for the fabric performance. 

•  A percentage improvement of TER as the energy target has various 
consequences: 
–  Smaller, efficient dwellings, find it harder to achieve higher code level 

targets as compared to bigger houses, as the TER is smaller to start 
with. 

–  Changing the fuel to electricity, (common strategy in flats) increases 
the TER, making it easier to achieve a greater % improvement. 

•  Absolute carbon targets are required in the Code to counter this. 

Key findings: Energy/ CO2 



Additional capital cost (Pounds) 

Detached (104m2) Mid-terrace (79m2) Flats (61m2) 

Level 4: single house 4500 3375 - 

Level 4: 25 houses 2889 2889 2600 

Level 4: 250 houses Site specific 

Level 5: single house 26,100 20,175 - 

Level 5: 25 houses Site specific+7800 Site specific+5850 Site specific+6500 

Level 5: 250 houses Site specific+2800 Site specific+1140 Site specific+1750 

Level 6: single house 46,500 38,575 - 

Level 6: 25 houses Site specific+15,750 Site specific+13,800 Site specific+12,750 

Level 6: 250 houses Site specific+15,340 Site specific+13,340 Site specific+10,938 

Cost of achieving level 4, 5 and 6 



Barriers and future direction 



•  Lack of expertise within the building industry to fulfill code 
criteria in terms of build quality. 

•  Substantial additional costs over construction costs for 
typical dwelling types to achieve level 4, 5 & 6. 

•   Move towards absolute energy/CO2 targets (taking 
account of occupant density) 

Barriers to achieving higher Code levels 



Oxford Institute for Sustainable Development: Architecture 

UK: AECB: Carbon Lite: Domestic buildings 

Domestic sector figures based on an 80m2 semi-detached dwelling. 

Energy standards applied to a typical dwelling 



•  Scale of development is crucial to strategies employed and 
hence, cost.  

 Site wide strategies are more effective and allow the cost to be 
shared by a number of houses. This applies to both energy and water 
criteria. 

•  Strategy for refurbishing and upgrading existing stock.  
 Substantial additional costs for level 5 and 6 need to be examined 
within this framework. 

Summary – future directions 





Cross-fertilisation of new-build and refurbishment 

(Source: Dr David Strong, Inbuilt consulting, 2008) 



Humanity Forward 

Low and zero carbon buildings: a reality :  

living on the planet as if we intended  
to stay 


